
NIL RINGS SATISFYING CERTAIN 
CHAIN CONDITIONS 

I. N. HERSTEIN AND LANCE SMALL 

In general, given the fact that every element in a ring is nilpotent, one cannot 
conclude that the ring itself is nilpotent. However, there are theorems which 
do assert that, in the presence of certain side conditions, nil implies nilpotent. 
We shall prove some theorems of this nature here; among them they contain 
or subsume many of the earlier known theorems of this sort. 

Definition. The left ideal X of R is a left annihilator if X is the set of all the 
elements in R which annihilate a certain subset of R from the left. 

Of course, we can also define right annihilator in an analogous fashion. We 
shall use the notation 

l(S) = {x e R\xS = (0)} and r(S) = | xG R\Sx = (0)J. 

We say that R satisfies the ascending chain condition on left annihilators 
if every ascending chain of left annihilators becomes stationary at some point. 
This is equivalent to the fact that every non-empty set of left annihilators 
has a maximal element. If a ring R satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
left annihilators, so does every subring of R, for the left annihilator in a subring 
is the intersection of the subring with the left annihilator in R. 

Another well-known fact, but one worthy of pointing out again, is that the 
assumption of an ascending chain condition on left annihilators is equivalent 
to the assumption of a descending chain condition on right annihilators. 

We begin with 

LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring satisfying the ascending chain condition on left 
annihilators. Then, if R is nil, every non-zero homomorphic image of R contains 
a non-zero nilpotent ideal. 

Proof. Let R be a non-zero homomorphic image of R] thus, R is isomorphic 
to R/M where M 9e R is a two-sided ideal of R. 

Let 9K = {l(x)\x 6 R} x^M}. By hypothesis 9DÎ has a maximal element; 
that is, there is an element a in R and not in M such that 1(a) is maximal 
in m. 

For any x in R, l(ax) D 1(a)', if, in addition, ax is not in M, then by the 
maximality of 1(a) we are forced to conclude that I (ax) = 1(a). Suppose that 
ar $ M. Since ar is nilpotent there is an integer k such that (ar)k £ M but 
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(ar)1^1 $ M. However, ar is nilpotent. Thus, there is a least positive integer n 
such that (ar)n = 0. Since (ar)1^1 is of the form ax and is not in If, l{{ar)h~l) 
= 1(a). Because (ar)n~lc+l is in /((ar)*-1), we are led to (ar)n,~k+1a = 0, and so 
(ar)w-*;+2 = ^ar)'"r~k+lar — 0. By our choice of n we must conclude that 
n — k + 2 > ^ and so & < 2. Consequently, (ax)2 is in M for every x in R. 

For any # in R, since x + 1 is formally invertible, we have that ax + a 
is not in M. From this it results that I (ax + a) = /(a) and the argument used 
above yields (ax + a)2 is in ilf. 

In Ë = i?/ikf these translate into: a ^ 0, (âx)2 = 0, (â x + a)2 = 0 for 
all x, which immediately yield âxâ — 0 for all x in ^ . Thus, âJS is a nilpotent 
right ideal of É. If âjR = (0), then the left annihilate" of R would be a non
zero nilpotent ideal. If âR ^ (0) it generates a nilpotent two-sided ideal. 
In this way the lemma has been established. 

As an immediate corollary we have the basic result: 

COROLLARY. If R is a nil ring satisfying the ascending chain condition on 
left annihilators, then R is locally nilpotent. 

Proof. As is well known (cf. 3), R contains a maximal locally nilpotent 
ideal L(R), the Levitzki radical of R, which contains all locally nilpotent 
ideals of R. Moreover, L(R/L(R)) = (0); hence R/L(R) certainly contains 
no nilpotent ideals. 

If L(R) 7^ R, by the lemma, R/L(R) would have a non-zero nilpotent ideal, 
which it cannot. Thus R/L(R) = (0), and hence R = L(R). Therefore, R 
is locally nilpotent. 

We continue the investigation of our class of nil rings with 

LEMMA 2. Let R be a nil ring satisfying the ascending chain condition on left 
annihilators. Then there exists an element x0 9^ 0 in R such that Rxo = (0). 

Proof. Let 9JÏ be the set of finitely generated subrings in R and let 5ft 
= {r(S)|S € 3K}. By the remark previously made, there is an So in 9K such 
that r(So) is minimal in 5ft. Let x £ R; then Si, the subring generated by So 
and x, is finitely generated. Since So C Si, r(So) D r(Si), whence, by the mini
mality of r(So) we conclude that r(So) = r(Si). However, r(Si) = r(So) O r(x). 
Together with the above equality we then conclude that r(So) = r(So) r\ r(x), 
that is r(So) C r(x) for every x in R. But then Rr(So) = (0). 

To finish the proof, we note that since So is finitely generated, by the corol
lary to Lemma 1, it must be nilpotent. Hence for some integer k, Sok = (0), 
So10-1 ^ (0). Since (0) ^ So"-1 C r(So), r(S0) ^ (0), and we have proved the 
lemma. 

Before proceeding with our study we digress for a moment to record a 
result whose proof is completely trivial but which has some independent 
interest. We state it without proof. 
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SUBLEMMA. If R is any ring and if A is a two-sided ideal of R which happens 
to be a left annihilator, then the inverse image in R of any left annihilator in R/A 
is itself a left annihilator in R. 

Trivial as the sublemma is it allows us to assert that in certain factor rings 
the ascending chain conditions persist. 

LEMMA 3. If R satisfies the ascending chain condition on left (on right) 
annihilator s and if A is a two-sided ideal of R which happens to be a left anni
hilator in R, then R/A satisfies the ascending chain condition on left (on right) 
annihilator s. 

Proof. As we have previously observed, the ascending chain condition on 
right annihilators translates into the descending chain condition on left 
annihilators. In view of the one-to-one correspondence set up by the sublemma 
between the left annihilators in R/A and certain left annihilators in R the 
lemma now becomes clear. 

We are now in a position to prove the first of the theorems of this paper. 

THEOREM 1. If the ring R satisfies the ascending chain conditions on left and 
right annihilators, then any nil subring of R is nilpotent. 

Proof. Since the ascending chain conditions on left and right annihilators 
are inherited from the ring by its subrings, we may, without loss of generality, 
assume that R is nil. We wish to show that R is nilpotent. 

Let 
Tk = {x e R\xR« = (0)}. 

Since T\ C T2 C • • • C Tk C • • • and since they are left annihilators, by our 
hypothesis there is an n such that Tn = Tn+1 = . . . . H Tn = R, then Rn+1 

= (0) and the proof is complete. Suppose that In 9e R] then R = R/Tn 9e (0). 
By Lemma 3, R satisfies the ascending chain condition on right annihilators; 
so by Lemma 2 (in its reflected form), there exists an x 9e 0 in R such that 
xR = (0). Therefore, xR C Tn (where x is an inverse image of x in R) and 
so xRRn = (0). Thus xRn+1 = (0). From our choice of n, this forces xRn 

= (0) and so x G Tn. But then x = 0, contrary to hypothesis. This contradic
tion proves that R = (0) and so R = Tn and Rn+1 = (0). 

If one examines the proof given for Theorem 1, one sees that a more general 
result has actually been proved, that only a part of the ascending chain 
condition on the right has been used. The exact theorem proved has been: 

Let R be a nil ring satisfying the ascending chain condition on left annihilators 
and such that the ascending chain of right annihilators Tn = {x G R\Rnx = (0)} 
becomes stationary. Then R is nilpotent. 

Indeed it seems reasonable that imposing any additional chain condition 
on the right is superfluous, that one should be able to draw the same conclusion 
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with only the chain condition on the left. This leads us to make the 

CONJECTURE. If R satisfies the ascending chain condition on left annihilators, 
then any nil subring of R is nilpotent. 

We turn to a consideration of nil rings that satisfy polynomial identities. 
Using a very simple argument due to Posner (7, p. 181, first paragraph), 
we have that any prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity over its centroid 
satisfies the ascending chain condition on left and right annihilators. Thus, 
any nil subring of such a ring, by our Theorem 1, is nilpotent. We summarize 
this in 

LEMMA 4. Let R be a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity over its 
centroid. Then any nil subring of R is nilpotent. 

The above result can also be derived as a consequence of the characterization 
given by Posner for prime rings satisfying polynomial identities. 

Let R be any nil ring satisfying a polynomial identity with properly con
ditioned coefficients (e.g., R may be an algebra over a field satisfying a poly
nomial identity with coefficients in the field, R may be any ring, the identity 
having as coefficients operators, some of which are invertible, R/P may be 
supposed to satisfy some polynomial identity, depending on P , for each prime 
ideal P of P , etc.). A theorem by Kaplansky (4) asserts that such a ring is 
locally nilpotent. We give a new, and very elementary, proof of this in the 

COROLLARY 1. A nil ring satisfying a polynomial identity is locally nilpotent. 

Proof. Let 5 be a finitely generated subring of R which we suppose is not 
nilpotent. Since Sk is also finitely generated, by Zorn's Lemma there exists 
an ideal, P , of R maximal with respect to not containing any Sk. However, P 
is a prime ideal of P ; for if AB C P with A, B ideals properly larger than P , 
then A D Sk\ B D Sk\ whence P D AB D 5*1+*2, a contradiction. How
ever, R = R/P is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity; since, in 
addition, it is nil, by the lemma it is nilpotent. This is inconsistent with R 
being prime. Thus no such P exists and we conclude the Sk = (0) for some k. 

As another immediate corollary to our results we have a result of Levitzki 
(6): 

COROLLARY 2. A nil ring satisfying a polynomial identity has a non-zero 
nilpotent ideal. 

Proof. If R has no non-zero nilpotent ideals, then by a known result (3, 
p. 196, Theorem 2) R has prime ideals. If P is a prime ideal of P , then R/P 
is a nil prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity. Hence, by the lemma, it 
is nilpotent. 

Recently Kegel (5) has shown that if R = A + B where A and B are nil-
potent subrings of P , then R is nilpotent. In as-yet unpublished work he has 
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proved that if R = A + B where A is nilpotent and where B is locally nil-
potent, then R is locally nilpotent. It is conjectured that if R = A + B where 
A and B are locally nilpotent, then R is locally nilpotent. In the presence of 
a polynomial identity we settle this in 

THEOREM 2. Let R = A + B be a ring satisfying a polynomial identity 
where A and B are nil subrings of R. Then R itself is locally nilpotent. 

Proof. We want to show that R = L(R), the Levitzki radical of R. By 
going to R/L(R) we may suppose that L(R) = (0). We must then show 
that R = (0). 

So we suppose that L(R) — (0), R ^ (0). But then R has a prime ideal P 
(3, Chapter 8). Now R = R/P is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity 
and R = Â + B where Â, B are nil. By Lemma 4 each of Â and B is nilpotent; 
hence by Kegel's result, R must be nilpotent. Since J? is a prime ring, this 
is impossible. Thus we get R = (0). This establishes the theorem. 

Were the conjecture we made earlier true, we would have no need of the 
next theorem; but since we do not know it as yet, we state and prove the 
theorem. The kind of conditions used are those that arise so naturally in the 
recent, very important work of Goldie (1,2) 

THEOREM 3. Let R be a nil ring satisfying the ascending chain condition on 
left annihilators and on direct sums of left ideals. Then R is nilpotent. 

Proof, Let A — {x Ç R\Rx = (0)} and let T be the torsion part of A, 
Of course, T is a two-sided ideal of R. We can write T as a direct sum of its 
primary components, Tp, where if t Ç Tp, then pmitH = 0 where p is a prime. 

Let Vo = (0) and V\ = {x 6 Tp\px = 0 } . V\ is an ideal of R and is a vector 
space over the field, P , of p elements. Since there are no infinite direct sums 
of left ideals in R and since every subgroup of Vi, which is an algebra over P , 
is a left ideal of R, we must conclude that V\ is finite-dimensional over P. 
Let V2 = {x e Tp\p

2x = 0} and let W2 = V2/Vi. If uu . . . , uk, . . . are in 
F2, then pui, . . . , puk, . . . are in Vi, which is finite-dimensional over P; 
hence YLaiPui — 0 for some non-zero at in P ; hence p^aiUt = 0 and so 
J2aiuî£ Vu But then W2 is finite-dimensional over P . Similarly, if Vi 
= {x Ç Tp\p

lx = 0}, then Wt = Vi/Vi-i is a finite-dimensional vector space 
over P . 

Each Vi is a right ideal of R; hence V J Vt-i is an P-module which is a finite-
dimensional vector space over P . Since R induces a nil finite ring of linear 
transformations on these, this ring of linear transformations must be nilpotent. 
Therefore ViRni C Vt-i for some integer nx. From this we get that ViRmi 

= (0), where mt = nx + n2 + . . . + nt. 
However, by the ascending chain condition on left annihilators, there exists 

an integer k0 such that if xRm = (0), then xRk° = (0). Given any element 
a in Tp, it is in some VU hence aRmi = (0) and so aRk° = (0). In other words 
TpR

k° = (0). 
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Since T is a direct sum of the Tp's, we get that TRk° = (0). 
Consider R = R/T and let Â = A/T; À is torsion free. Let V = À ®z Q, 

where Z is the ring of integers and Q is the field of rational numbers. If ûu 

. . . , ûn in À are linearly independent (as elements in V) over Q, they are 
a priori linearly independent over Z; hence their inverse images tii, . . . , un 

in A are linearly independent over Z. Since these then generate a direct sum 
of left-ideals of R (since any subgroup of A is a left-ideal of R), we get, from 
our hypothesis, that V is finite-dimensional over Q. Thus R induces a ring of 
linear transformations on 7 by (â ® q)tr = âf ® q. The homomorphism 
?—>tr has kernel exactly r(Â); thus R/r(À) is a nil ring of n X n matrices 
over the rationals, where n = dim^ V. By a well-known result (or by invoking 
our Theorem 1), R/r(A) is nilpotent; hence (R/r(A))m = (0); so Rm C r{A) 
and so IE™ = (0), whence ARm C T. Since TR*° = (0), we get ARmRk° = (0) 
and so ARm+k° = (0). By our choice of kQy it results that AR*° = (0). 

Let U = [x € R\xRk° = (0)}. In R' = R/U we know, by Lemma 3, that 
the ascending chain condition on left annihilators holds. If Rf ^ (0), since 
it is nil, we would have by Lemma 2 that there is an ideal B' ^ (0) so that 
R'B' = (0). Thus, if B denotes the inverse image in R of B', RB C U, whence 
RBRkQ = (0). However, this places BRk° in Ay and the discussion above allows 
us to conclude that (BRk°)Rk° = (0). Since BR2k° = (0), by the choice of k0 

we are led to BRk° = (0) and so B C U and B' = (0). This last conclusion is 
in contradiction with B' T* (0). Thus we are forced to conclude that Rr = (0) ; 
hence that R = U. From the definition of U, we obtain Rko+1 = (0) ; that is, 
R is nilpotent. This proves the theorem. 
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